By Dana Crudo

ASUA will mediate resident conflicts

Students and residents who are tired of fighting over noise levels and late night parties are ready for ASUA to intervene in the conflict.

After receiving the go ahead from students, ASUA will follow through on plans to mediate the conflict between students and residents.

Last week, ASUA polled 120 students, asking them questions about the conflict between students and the community. One-hundred students said they would support ASUA becoming more active in the conflict.

Of those 100 students, 88 said they would show up to the forum to help represent the student body.

“I might go, anything that lets students talk to the neighbors rather than have the cops be called,” said Jacob Dzyrma, a pre-business freshman. “I don’t know why students wouldn’t want to support it.”

This support from students shocked ASUA senator Sara Renbaum, who is now organizing a forum for Nov. 18.

“I was blown away by the support for it, I didn’t think people would be willing to put in the effort,” Renbaum said. “The numbers are very good.”

Students are not the only ones who want ASUA to intervene. Residents of neighborhoods around the UA said it is about time.

“I’m sure people from the neighborhoods will be coming to the forum,” said Colette Endrizzi, Samos Association member. “It’s a great idea, people can hear back and forth.”

The Samos Association is bounded by East Cherry Rd. on the north, North Campbell Ave. on the east, and the University Learning Center to the south, which is why students and residents are fighting over noise levels and late night parties.

While students want ASUA to mediate the conflict, the residents want ASUA to help them make their voices heard.
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